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TO DIRECTOR, FBI AND SAC DALLAS
FROM SAC OKLAHOMA CITY

HARRY RAYMOND POPE, AKA, FUGITIVE, I.O. THREE TWO EIGHT FIVE,
W.F. TWO TWO NINE, UFAP DASH BURGLARY, ADW. DALLAS ORIGIN.
REOCRAD TODAY AND PHONE CALLS OKLA. CITY AND DALLAS, AUGUST
SEVENTEEN AND EIGHTEEN, FIFTYNINE. DORIS HOWARD, PCI, OKLA.
CITY, HAS ARRANGED TO BORROW SISTER-S CAR, A FIFTYSEVEN FORD
TWO DOOR, RED OVER WHITE OVER RED, FIFTYNINE OKLA. LICENSE
ONE DASH SIX NAUGHT FOUR NINE FOUR, FOR TRIP TO DALLAS AS
SET FORTH IN RERAD. PCI IS TEMPERMENTAL, ROUGH IN TALK AND
ACTION AND EXTREMELY INDEPENDENT. SHE FEARS FOR HER LIFE AND
STATES SHE WILL GO TO DALLAS PROVIDED SHE CAN CONTACT AN AGENT
KNOWN TO HER AND IN WHOM SHE HAS COMPLETE CONFIDENCE BASED
UPON PREVIOUS CONTACT. SA CHARLES F. ALDEN IS HANDLING HER.
IN VIEW OF IMPORTANCE OF THIS CASE AND REQUEST OF PCI, ALDEN
WILL PROCEED TO DALLAS, A DISTANCE OF ABOUT TWO HUNDRED
TWENTYFIVE MILES VIA PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION SO AS TO ARRIVE
SHORTLY BEFORE PCI. HE WILL REPORT TO SAC DALLAS AND RENDER
ALL POSSIBLE ASSISTANCE, UACB. PCI PRESENTLY PLANS TO LEAVE
OKLA. CITY THURSDAY MORNING, NEXT, TO ARRIVE DALLAS AFTERNOON
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SAME DAY. PCI WILL CONTACT DALLAS OFFICE ON CONFIDENTIAL TELEPHONE FOR CONFERENCE AND INSTRUCTIONS. HER CAR WILL BE AVAILABLE THURSDAY NIGHT FOR ANY PURPOSE DESIRED BY DALLAS. POPE ALLEGEDLY HAS IN HIS POSSESSION AT ALL TIMES A THREE FIFTY SEVEN MAGNUM REVOLVER, FORTY FIVE CALIBER AUTOMATIC, THIRTY EIGHT CALIBER SNUBNOSE REVOLVER AND A SAWED OFF SHOTGUN. HE HAS SHOT AT POLICE OFFICERS IN THE PAST AND ALLEGEDLY HAS STATED HE WOULD KILL ANY OFFICER ATTEMPTING TO ARREST HIM. HE SHOULD BE CONSIDERED ARMED AND EXTREMELY DANGEROUS. FRYE SHOULD BE CONSIDERED ARMED AND DANGEROUS.
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